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Dear Watson HQ, 
 

I feel like I’ve been away from the United States for a long time, but I can’t believe 
it’s already time for a quarterly report. Even more bizarre, I’m off to another continent 
in a couple of days.  

This is my first time traveling alone and the furthest I’ve ever ventured away from 
home. I spent the summer preparing myself to strap into a wild roller coaster ride of 
challenges. I’m investigating how coastal cities are preparing for impending disaster, so I 
think I approached the trip planning with a similar framework. I suited up and hopped on 
the plane with my shoulderpads, ankle braces, mouthguard, and helmet buckled tight. 
These these first three months have been pretty anticlimactic. (Which is terrific!) It’s all 
been extremely fun and comfortable. Everything has gone so smoothly. It was so easy to 
adjust into a lovely temporary life in the Netherlands. The luck fairy has waved her 
magic wand over my first quarter. For example: 

• I can only think of four or five days of rain. (Funny--because all of my Dutch 
friends would often taunt me, ‘you’re traveling around the world and picked the 
grey, rainy Netherlands!?!’) 

• I almost lost my wallet, but found it on the floor of the second place I checked. 
(Phew.)  

• I rented an apartment through the website, AirBnB, and of all the spaces in 
Rotterdam, I somehow plopped into an apartment with five Dutch students my 
age. I felt as though my college friends stole Dutch bodies (in the same way that 
the cartoon aliens steal pro basketball player’s skills in the 90s-childhood 
sensation, Space Jam) and moved to Rotterdam with me.  

• I found an awesome Rugby Club, mostly composed of students my age and the 
captain offered up a mattress in his laundry room for me to live in September.  

• My immune system worked wonders by producing an egg-sized lump on my 
forehead to protect my brain after getting tossed around a bit in a rugby game 
(see below). 
Once the Dutch working-world returned from their exodus of August vacation, I 

was able to line up some meetings with some experts and professionals. I was invited to 
the studio of an architect who builds solely on floating foundations. He was named #121 
on Time’s 2007 list of most influential people for his process and design. I had coffee 
with a journalist who wrote a book, Sweet and Salt: Water management and the Dutch, a 
professor who invests in climate adaptation research and advises the city of Venice, 
members of the Delta Alliance, an organization that connects delta cities vulnerable to 
sea level rise around the world and shares research and information among them, and a 
professor of urban planning at TU Delft who has been working with architects in New 
Orleans. I even wrote a letter to the King of the Netherlands (who is personally 
interested in Dutch water management issues) and got a letter back…. from his 
secretary’s secretary. (Awesome!!) In passing, I’ve been able to meet farmers, 
dockworkers, students, and got some real face-to-face time with the Netherland’s farm 
animals that live below sea level on subsiding land.  

It is an amazing gift to be able to learn about a subject sitting right in front of it 
rather than looking at a projector or a textbook enclosed by brick walls of a school in 
Brunswick, Maine or Milton, Massachusetts. I spent many days in the Netherlands on my 



bike, scouting out Dutch defenses and water infrastructure to sketch. The best part of 
these three months have been the process of discovering who I was going to meet, 
what I was going to learn, and how I was going to tackle the obstacles that popped up in 
front of me. Seeing the story write itself has been amazing to watch.  

I was able to make some great friends at Erasmus University in Rotterdam by 
joining the Rotterdam Student Rugby Club. I even transferred my USA Rugby eligibility 
to the Dutch Rugby Federation to play five matches for them. 

Life in the Netherlands was so nice. I could have seen myself posting up in the 
lowlands for a long time, perhaps even the whole year. Reading through the passport 
guide, Getting it Right?, I started to question when I was supposed to move on. I was 
moved by the tip, Learn when to move on: Only you can decide this but one measure is when 
comfort exceeds discovery. Fellows who look back most fondly are those that connected widely 
and had the most new experiences and insights.  

I was becoming very comfortable living with the rugby guys, and my creativity 
thinking of new places to explore in the Netherlands started to dwindle. Maybe my 
comfort was in fact exceeding discovery. After investigating flights to Buenos Aires, I 
found the cheapest route out of Europe departing from Rome. It was significantly 
cheaper than flying right out of Amsterdam (almost half as much). I saw an opportunity 
to take advantage of Europe’s size, density, and connected networks. I thought I could 
squeeze in a few other low-lying cities that are combatting their vulnerability. 

Over the past two weeks, I have been to Malmö, where I was able to draw and 
meet with the long-term planning director of the city; Copenhagen, a city that was hit 
with billions of dollars of floods; Hamburg, where I listened to a developer present to 
the Danish Architecture Institute about Hamburg’s climate adaptation. I am currently in 
Venice; a city that is more integrated into the water in rests above than any other place 
in the world. 

Other than this well considered re-routing, the rest of my itinerary I have 
planned to be the exact same as my initial proposal. Considering Europe is the same size 
as many large countries, and the provinces of Holland are a similar in size and 
population to New York City, I thought it was a sensible move to see some other great 
examples of vulnerable cities adapting to the water-related threats of climate change. 
Even though the risks are greater and the stakes might be higher in Mumbai, Kolkata, 
Buenos Aires, or Bangkok, there are probably going to be fewer examples of how to 
protect themselves.  

I think the drawing has been going really well. More than anything it’s a crutch 
for my project to get my attention and direct my focus. I have worked through one and 
a half big black sketchbooks. I try to make at least one drawing a day that I feel good 
about. I’ve also been able to make a few paintings as well. As an artist, I prefer painting 
to drawing. I get so much more enjoyment out of pushing colors around than I do from 
sketching something out in lead or ink. But, it’s difficult to paint without space to set up 
or the time to let it dry. I think I’ve found an interesting solution to this dilemma. 
 I’ve been invited to stay at two artist residencies where I’ll be able to work large 
scale. In Buenos Aires, I’m staying at an artist residency that focuses on creating a 
dialogue between artists of different nationalities whose work focuses on a connection 
between art and politics. They were excited about my project and are happy to have me 
there for a month. I followed the lead of looking into art residencies and that 



snowballed into finding another place in Varanasi, India for one month. Here are some 
examples of my favorite works so far: 

 
Houseboats. 

 
Rotterdam Cityscape.  



 
Oosterschelde Flood Barrier, Zeeland.  
 

  
 
 Turning Torso, Malmö and egg lump. 



Cows of Kinderdijk. 



 
Pier Vellinga. Pier invests in Climate Adaptation in the Netherlands and is an Advisor to 
the Netherlands.  
 
  
 



I don’t want to say that I’m smarter or wiser than when I left; it just sounds so 
cliché to say. There is a lot going on up there, though and I think it’s all for the better. 
On countless opportunities, maybe a couple times a day I’ve thought, ‘I am so lucky to 
have this opportunity. I couldn’t be spending a year in a better way.’ Of course there are 
down times, homesick nights, and days where I have no idea what to do with myself. 
Getting outside, walking around, jogging, starting a drawing—anything active that puts 
me back in the place I’m in rather than lost in my thoughts—helps get me sorted, back 
in touch with reality and where I am in the world and what I want to be doing.  

It’s hard for me to describe feelings. I’ve never been a writer. But here are some 
things I’ve thought about, and I think they describe feelings. 

• I am constantly setting new bars for what I find challenging, 
scary, or even comfortable. The first time I arrived in a new, unknown 
city it was insanely intimidating wandering into the streets to find where I was 
staying that night. The first time I found the place I was looking for was incredibly 
satisfying. Now, the challenge of searching through a new city has become a 
routine. Or, lost in a dark, scary Swedish Island, where you’re on the verge of 
cracking, there is no sealant like a warm cup of coffee and a fireplace.  

• There is a difference between a real problem and an 
inconvenience. Getting a flat bike tire 15km from home seems like a real 
problem in the moment. But figuring out how to get home and fix the bike 
turned out to be fun adventure. I got to see a new place, meeting cool people, 
and have a delicious milkshake. Getting stranded was probably more fun that 
riding home. Most things are just nuisances. Be patient, flexible, and try to enjoy 
the process of problem solving.  

• Appreciate the now. I think one of the biggest things I struggle with is to 
appreciate the time and place I’m in and to not think too far into the future. Of 
course it’s wise to plan and prepare, but not to the extent where it depreciates 
the present.  

• No expectations. If you limit your expectations about something, whatever 
you come across has the potential to be brilliant. If you have a set idea in your 
mind, it’s disappointing to discover that something is not what you imagined. 
Adventures are defined by what’s unknown. Be open to spontaneity. All the best 
things are not planned. 

 
Although they are quite simple, I think these lessons are important to stuff into my pack 
before I jet off into some more unknown.  
 
Thanks for this amazing opportunity.  
 
Best wishes,  
David 
 


